CARGO RACK SOLUTIONS
CARGO RACK
FOR ALL TYPES OF MILITARY CARGO & CONTAINERS
CARGO CUBER
FLEXIBLE, RELOCATABLE CARGO RACK
CARGO CUBER
FLEXIBLE, RELOCATABLE CARGO RACK

Dimensions:
- Height: 102"
- Width: 108"
- Depth: 94"
- Weight: 12K
CARGO RACK
CARGO RACK
TRICON RACK
INDOOR/OUTDOOR – STATIC/MOBILE
TRICON RACK
INDOOR/OUTDOOR – STATIC/MOBILE
TRICON RACK
INDOOR/OUTDOOR – STATIC/MOBILE
ISU90 PUSHBACK RACK
OPTIMIZED MILITARY LOGISTICS
ISU90 PUSHBACK RACK
OPTIMIZED MILITARY LOGISTICS
PORTABLE RAIL RAMP
PORTABLE RAIL RAMP
OPTIMIZED LOGISTICS
PORTABLE RAIL RAMP
IMPROMPTU RAIL HEAD
PORTABLE RAIL RAMP
IMPROMPTU RAIL HEAD
PORTABLE RAIL RAMP
TACTICAL OFFLOAD
RACKBOX

CONTAINER FIT OUT KITS
& EXPEDITIONARY BUILDINGS
RACKBOX
CONTAINER FIT OUT KITS & EXPEDITIONARY BUILDINGS
RACKBOX
CONTAINER FIT OUT KITS & EXPEDITIONARY BUILDINGS

DEPLOYABLE
By AIR, LAND and SEA. Move your assets globally, with a high level of ORGANIZATION.

LIGHTWEIGHT
Designed to be under 10,000 lbs empty weight, including container, even for the 20ft model.

SECURE
Shipping panels lock into rack up in transit to protect assets in transit stored neatly above racks when not in use.

TACTICAL
Multiple RACKBOX units can be built into modular storage facilities in hours.

FULL ACCESS
Get to the part you need, when you need it, FAST.

ADJUSTABLE
Shelves easily adjust in 3in increments to allow RACKBOX to adapt as needs change.
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20FT
RACKBOX
CONTAINER FIT OUT KITS & EXPEDITIONARY BUILDINGS
RACKBOX
CONTAINER FIT OUT KITS & EXPEDITIONARY BUILDINGS
HEAVY ARMOR LOADING RAMP
TOUGH LOGISTICS EQUIPMENT
UNIVERSAL WASH RAMP
TOUGH LOGISTICS EQUIPMENT
UNIVERSAL WASH RAMP
TOUGH LOGISTICS EQUIPMENT
UNIVERSAL WASH RAMP
TOUGH LOGISTICS EQUIPMENT
BIGBERTHER
NON-MILCON ACCOMMODATION SOLUTIONS
BERTHER
HIGH DENSITY DEPLOYABLE ACCOMMODATION
CASE STUDY - CONVEY SUPPORT
DEPLOYABLE SOLUTIONS

x1 EXPANDING TOCC
x6 SOLAR POWERED LIGHT SETS
x1 TACTICAL TRAFFIC CONTROL RACKBOX CONTAINER
x624 SLEEPING CAPACITY
x1 MODULAR REFUELING POINT
ROLLING STOCK STACKER
IMPROVE MISSION READINESS